
The Teacher Incentive Allotment (TIA) was created by  
the  Texas Legislature as part of  House  Bill  3  to  
provide  a  realistic pathway for top teachers to earn 
six-figure salaries.  One of the goals of TIA is to help 
attract and retain highly  effective teachers at 
traditionally hard-to-staff schools.

New Boston ISD is a member of TIA Cohort E  and has  
developed a system for  designating  high-performing  
teachers as Recognized, Exemplary, or Master 
Teachers.  Districts that employ teachers with 
designations can receive  up to  $32,000 per year in  
TIA  funding per designated  teacher.
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NEW BOSTON 
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

T I A    C O H O R T   E

Created in 2019 by  the  86th  Legislature as  part of House Bill 

3, TEC §48.112, the Teacher  Incentive Allotment is a 

ground-breaking bill that will reward deserving teachers for 

highly effective teacher practices and student  achievement.

This TIA Guide is intended to provide an  overview of the TIA 

program, the application  and data collection process, and 

ultimately it  should serve as a resource for aspiring  teachers 

who wish to earn a designation.

Message From
the 

Superintendent

Mr. Brian Bobbitt, M.Ed.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9oohcXxbQ0
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TIA  COHORT  TIMELINE
Cohort E-Phasing in Groups

New Boston ISD is a member of Cohort E. For the 2022-2023 school year, the application submitted to TEA 
included teachers assigned to tested reading courses, grades PK-2, and teachers assigned to STAAR tested 
courses. Each year the goal is to submit an amended application to TEA to phase in groups of teachers until 
ALL teachers at ALL schools are included by phase three data capture year, 2024-2025.

It is important to phase groups in so that we can work on creating and implementing valid and  reliable 
student growth measures for all content areas and grade levels. TEA will likely not accept an application 
until these growth measures are established and tested showing reliability and validity. In this guide you will 
find a list of approved student growth measures currently used for reading and mathematics.
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Eligibility for TIA Designation:  
Who Qualifies?
Teachers who qualify for the Teacher Incentive  
Allotment are:

● Employed by the recommending district in a teacher 
role (087 role ID in PEIMS) and in the District’s Phase I 
TIA plan.

● Employed and compensated by the recommending 
district in a teacher role (087 role ID in PEIMS) from at 
least the Snapshot date (late October) or earlier during 
data capture year and through the end of the first 
designation year.

● Not currently designated by a local designation system 
unless being recommended for a higher designation or 
in the last year of a teacher designation.

"Curriculum, class size, funding,  

family involvement, all contribute  

but the single largest influence is  

THE TEACHER."

-Strong & Tucker, 2000

Teacher Incentive Allotment  
Designations
Master Teacher- a Master-level teacher designation indicates that 
the identified teacher has achieved a level of teacher appraisal and 
student growth performance that places him/her in a level 
commensurate with the top 5% of teachers statewide.

Exemplary Teacher- Exemplary level teacher designation  
indicates that the identified teacher has achieved a level of teacher 
appraisal and student growth performance that places him/her in a 
level commensurate with the top 20% of teachers statewide.

Recognized Teacher- Recognized level teacher designation 
indicates that the identified teacher has achieved a level of teacher 
appraisal and student growth performance that places them in a 
level commensurate  with the top 33% of teachers statewide.

What is the Teacher  
Incentive Allotment?
The Texas Education Agency's Teacher Incentive Allotment
(TIA) Program is dedicated to recruiting, rewarding, and  
retaining the best teachers across the state. The 
designation  system is a tiered system in which teachers 
qualify based on performance and student growth. The TIA 
system does not  replace the district's current pay structure 
but acts as an  additional state stipend. All money earned 
through TIA is Teacher Retirement System (TRS) 
creditable.
New Boston ISD has been working on and building a system 
since February 2021. Our implementation will begin during the 
2022- 2023 school year with the first cohort of teachers 
earning  stipends in June, 2024.  A designation is a distinction 
issued to a highly effective teacher. The distinction tiers are 
Recognized, Exemplary, or Master teacher. Districts receive 
greater funding  for designated teachers who teach at rural 
and/or high needs  campuses with 90% of funds going directly 
to the campus where the designated teacher works.
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Teacher Incentive Allotment  
Designation Tiers
Based on each district's local designation system, teachers can  
qualify for one of 3 tiers: Recognized, Exemplary, or Master  
Teacher. Once the designation is earned, this distinction is  placed 
on their SBEC certificate for 5 years. Teachers can  reapply each 
year to increase their designation, but a  designation can not be 
removed or reduced over the 5 year  period.

Based on each designation level, the chart below shows possible 
district allotment amounts for each designation level  across 
different socio-economic and rural/non-rural campuses.

The allotment is calculated by adding the base to the multiplier 
times the average student point value (Base +  (Multiplier x 
Average Student Point Value) = ALLOTMENT  The point value 
is determined by the census block of the  student's home address. 
These same tiers are also used for  Compensatory Education.
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Texas Education Agency
Minimum Performance Standards
In order to be eligible for the Teacher Incentive allotment, minimum performance standards for T-TESS 
and Student Growth Outcomes have been established by TEA. This ensures that the system  remains 
rigorous but also equitable.

T-TESS 
OBSERVATION  
MINIMUMS

For the purposes of TIA, there will be one 
announced observation during the fall semester 
and one unannounced observation, by a different 
administrator, during the spring semester.  These 
observations should take place during the most 
representative class period of the students included 
in the TIA Growth Measures for the current data 
capture year.  Also, there is a  priority emphasis, for 
TIA, on Domain 2  (Instruction) and Domain 3 
(Learning  Environment). In order to be eligible,  
teachers must score at least a 3  (proficient) on all 
dimensions within  domains 2 and 3. These 
observations will be recorded in DMAC.  The total 
of these two observations are averaged for a final 
score ranging from 1-5.  These score averages  are 
based on cumulative state data in  which 5%, 20%, 
and 33% of teachers qualified for each designation. 

The following tables display minimum  state averages 
across Domains 2 & 3 as  well as example averages for 
each  dimension for a Master, Exemplary, and  
Recognized Teacher.  These are based on cumulative 
state data in  which 5%, 20%, and 33% of teachers
qualified for each designation. 

STUDENT GROWTH MINIMUMS
Recognized Designation >55%
Exemplary Designation >60%  
Master Designation>70%

In order to be eligible for a TIA designation, a teacher’s students must earn a minimum student growth designation  percentage. New Boston 
ISD has elected to adopt the TEA student growth minimums. Growth measures can be found on page 9 of this guide.
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Domain & Dimension Scoring
For the purposes of TIA, the following eight dimensions  of the 
T-TESS instrument will be used for scoring:

Instruction (DOMAIN 2)
Achieving Expectations (Dimension 2.1)
Content Knowledge and Expertise (Dimension 2.2)  
Communication (Dimension 2.3)

Differentiation (Dimension 2.4)
Monitor and Adjust (Dimension 2.5)

Learning Environment (DOMAIN 3)
Classroom Environment, Routines, and Procedures  
(Dimension 3.1)
Managing Student Behavior (Dimension 3.2)  
Classroom Culture (Dimension 3.3)

Total T-TESS Weighted  
Composite Score
The total T-TESS score is a weighted calculation; the  Instruction 
(Domain 2) and Learning Environment (Domain 3) domains have a 
great impact on the total T-TESS score because the identified 
dimensions within these domains reflect observable instruction.  
The domains are weighted as follows:

"A student who has an  

outstanding teacher will remain  

ahead of his or her peers for at  

least the next three years."

-Strong & Hindman, 2003

Instruction (Domain 2)......................................50%
       Learning Environment (Domain 3)...................50%

Based on the average for these two domains, teachers are  awarded 
points towards their overall TIA score. T-TESS is 40% of the overall 
score.  Student growth composes the other 60% and is explained in more 
detail on the next few pages.

Teacher Appraisal: T-TESS

The Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System (T-  
TESS) is the state adopted teacher appraisal instrument.  
T-TESS includes three components aimed at capturing  the 
holistic nature of teaching and developing teacher  habits of 
continuous improvement.

1. Goal setting and Professional Development Plan
2. Pre-Conference, Observation, and Post-Conference  

(full evaluation cycle); and
3. Student Growth

In order to determine teacher eligibility for the Teacher  
Incentive Allotment, New Boston ISD will calculate T-  
TESS dimension scores within the domains listed below. 
The total T-TESS score is weighted at 40% of the TIA 
calculation.



STUDENT GROWTH MEASURES
Growth Instruments Based on Grade Level & Content Calculating Student Growth

Student Growth Instruments for each content area and grade level are listed below. All of the  instruments used at the current time have been 
approved by TEA or are on the Commissioner's List of  approved assessments. As teacher groups are phased in and new growth measures are 
accepted, this list  will be updated.

The percentage of student growth for each teacher is calculated as follows:  NBISD is utilizing the Quintile/Quartile Student Growth Model to 
measure student growth for TIA. Student growth will be calculated for all students that have a pre assessment & post assessment. The 
quintile/quartile data will be entered over the summer months for 3rd grade-high school and within the first 8-weeks for PK3-2nd grade.  Student 
growth performance will be associated with teachers based on PEIMS data and student/teacher campus rosters. Students with more than 10% 
unexcused absences will be struck from the TIA student growth data for that capture year. For classes of less than ten students, such as some 
resource classes, the largest class will be tracked for TIA student growth as it would be the most representative and valid data collection.

For grades 3-high school, pre-test and post-test scores will be divided into quintiles of 20% (quintile 1), 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% (quintile 5).  The 
students are then identified within that quintile as we look for growth within their “peer group”/quintile group.  If the student’s post-test score is at or 
above the average score of their “peer group” (the pre-test quintile), then that student will have met or exceeded the student growth target.  If a 
student goes up a quintile, they automatically exceeded the student growth target.  If a student is in the 5th quintile on post-test, they automatically 
met or exceeded the student growth target.  

For K-2nd grade, pre-test and post-test scores will be divided into quartiles predetermined by mClass for expected student growth.  If the student’s 
post-test score is at or above the average score of their “peer group” (the pre-test quintile), then that student will have met or exceeded the student 
growth target.  If a student goes up a quintile, they automatically exceeded the student growth target.  If a student is in the 4th quintile on post-test, 
they automatically met or exceeded the student growth target.

For PK3-PK4, pre-test and post-test scores are derived from the combination of the following CIRCLE score components: Rapid Letter Naming, 
Rapid Vocabulary, Total Phonological Awareness.  The individual student score will be their composite score divided by the total possible composite 
score.  These scores will then be divided into quintiles of 20% (quintile 1), 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% (quintile 5).  The students are then identified 
within that quintile as we look for growth within their “peer group”/quintile group.  If the student’s post-test score is at or above the average score of 
their “peer group” (the pre-test quintile), then that student will have met or exceeded the student growth target.  If a student goes up a quintile, they 
automatically exceeded the student growth target.  If a student is in the 5th quintile on post-test, they automatically met or exceeded the student 
growth target.

The percentage of students deemed as meeting or exceeding their student growth target counts 60% toward that teacher’s TIA calculation.  As 
mentioned prior, the other 40% of the TIA calculation is composed of T-TESS scoring.
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Student Growth Measures

Eligible Teaching Assignment
Assessment 

Used Student Growth Measure Description
Pre-K3 & Pre-K4 Reading CIRCLE District Created

Kinder-2nd Reading mClass Amplify

Grades 3-8 STAAR assessed subjects STAAR District Created
Algebra I, Biology, English I, English II & US 
History STAAR District Created



TIA Funding

Distribution of Funds, TRS Eligibility, and Teacher Movement

2 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 2

TIA funding is calculated each year based on the designation earned and where 
the designated teacher works. Amounts are highest at rural  campuses and at 
campuses with low socio-economic populations. 90% of funds must go directly to 
the designated campus.  If the designated teacher has certified support staff that 
helps with the TIA tracked students on his/her roster, 5% of the 90% will go to that 
certified support staff.  The remaining 10% will be used in direct support of teachers 
by funding benefits and retirement.
Districts must expend funds annually by August 31st. New Boston ISD  has opted 
to pay a large summer check (June) to eligible teachers.

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
Amount, Timing, & Mode of Payment

TIA compensation earnings will be included in the annual wages  reported to the 
Teacher Retirement System (TRS) and will be used  when calculating retirement 
benefits. TIA funds will also be included  in a teacher's final payment if the teacher 
retires or resigns as long as the teacher completes the school year prior to the 1st 
June payment. In addition, funding moves with the teacher if he or she relocates to  
another campus or district, as long as the teacher completes the school year prior to 
the 1st June payment at New Boston ISD.  District or campus relocation may change 
designation allotment amount.
The TIA designation is placed on a teacher's SBEC certification for a  five year 
period. Designations can always increase each application  year, but the designation 
can not decrease within the five years or be removed, as long as an 087 
assignment.

TRS ELIGIBILITY & MOVEMENT
Compensation Plan Details

https://tiatexas.org/funding/

New Boston ISD's Plan  
is an

85/5/10 Plan

85% Designee
5% Eligible Certified 

Support Staff
10% District for benefits & 

retirement

There is no  
monetary limit or  

limit of the  number 
of  teachers that can  

be awarded a  
designation.
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PEIMS LIST OF 2022-2023 PHASE I ELIGIBLE COURSES
Don't see your course listed? Contact your campus administrator, TIA Designation Committee  Representative, or Patty 
Green/TIA Coordinator to inquire if your course is TIA eligible.
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Pre-Kindergarten - 01010000
English Language Arts and Reading, Kindergarten - 
02625001
English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 1 - 02625010
English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 2 - 02625020
English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 3 - 02625030
English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 4 - 02625040
English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 5 - 02625040
English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 6 - 03200510
English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 7 - 03200520
English Language Arts and Reading, Grade 8 - 03200530
English I - 03220107
English II - 03220207

Mathematics, Grade 3 - 02640030
Mathematics, Grade 4 - 02640040
Mathematics, Grade 5 - 02640050
Mathematics, Departmentalized Grade 6 
- 02820000
Mathematics, Grade 7 - 03103000
Mathematics, Grade 8 - 03103100
Algebra I - 03100507

Science, Grade 5 - 02650500
Science Grade 8 - 03060800
Biology - 03010207

Social Studies, Grade 8 - 03343100
United States History Studies Since 
1877 - 03340100



TIA Resources
Internal and External Helpful Resources
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NEW BOSTON ISD RESOURCES
If you have any questions, please email or call Patty Green, TIA Coordinator at: 
pgreen@nbschools.net    or 903-628-2521 Ext. 8997

NBISD Teacher Incentive Allotment  - Found on the Community tab of the New Boston 
ISD’s main website. New Boston’s Teacher Allotment Incentive

External Resources
Teacher Incentive Allotment main page. https://tiatexas.org/

TEA HB3 Frequently Asked Questions. https://tea.texas.gov/about-tea/government-  
relations-and-legal/government-relations/hb-3-faq-supports-teachers-and-
rewards-teacher-excellence

Funding Map: https://tiatexas.org/funding/  

Webinars by topic: https://tiatexas.org/resources/  

T-TESS Resources: https://www.teachfortexas.org/

Commissioner Approved Assessments. https://tiatexas.org/pre-test-post-test/

Photo Credits: Jordan Faulkner, Lillian McBee, Johnny Quinata, Grace Bohannan, Alexa Gooden, Sam Combs and Ashtonn 
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